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In general, it would be very advantageous if the older nomencla-
ture here used could be replaced by the [BNA] and if the more
acceptable form neurone were used in place of neuron. As we are
not prepared to discuss the parts relating to pathology and treatment
we shall leave that portion of the volume entirely untouched.
If called on for a summary statement concerning the portion of
the book we have here been examining, we should say as the curate
did of his egg, that parts of it were very good, adding the hope that
the text may some day be made as satisfactory as the best of the
illustrations.
HENRY H. DONALDSON.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.
The Human Nature Club. An Introduction to the Study of Mental
Life. By EDWARD THORNDIKE, Ph.D. Longmans, Green &
Co. Pp. 235.
It is a significant fact that a number of the books on psychology
which have recently been published in this country have been pre-
pared with a view to attracting the popular, rather than strictly scien-
tific, attention. The objections so often urged against attempts to
popularize psychology seem to be growing weaker in the face of a
strong demand for books of this kind. Certainly, the difficulties of
presenting the science in a simple form are being much more success-
fully met in recent publications than they were in the earlier efforts in
this direction.
As a vivid popular presentation of the subject matter of psy-
chology, in untechnical language, and with a rich fund of illustration,
Professor Thorndike's book fills very acceptably what must be recog-
nized as an urgent general demand. The dialogue style has been
adopted throughout the book. A company of persons organize them-
selves into an informal club for the observation and discussion of ordi-
nary experiences. Through their own ingenuity and with a very mod-
erate amount of assistance from books and from physicians and others
in the neighborhood, they manage to cover with a good deal of com-
pleteness the topics appropriate to a text-book on psychology. Their
language is very free and easy, seldom rising above purely colloquial
terminology, intelligible to every reader. Their illustrations are gath-
ered from their everyday experiences, and from the accounts which
their friends gave them of similar common-place occurrences.
Much of the club's psychology will be recognized at once as or-
thodox from the point of view of Professor James' teachings, to which
Professor Thorndike acknowledges his large indebtedness. Contri-
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buttons drawn from the author's own experiments on animals and on
the nature of practice are also largely incorporated. When this gen-
eral description of the subject matter is given, it is perhaps unneces-
sary to enter into any details.
Needless to say, there are conclusions reached by the club which
invite criticism. But even the most critical reader of these conclu-
sions will doubtless recognize that the work is introductory and not
exhaustive, that it aims to inspire the reader to observation and study
rather than to give a finished system of psychology.
There is one general question, however, which it is certainly
worth while for us to consider in examining this book. What Pro-
fessor James has called the "biological concept" and has definitely
stated to be only a partial mode of psychological discussion has been
accepted with such whole-souled assurance by Professor Thorndike that
one is forced to ask whether it would not be better to treat conscious-
ness and brain activity with more differentiation in a popular book
even at the cost of introducing certain difficulties in terminology or
discussion. Is it not true that a great deal of the crude psychology
of the day is due to the adoption of certain physiological phrases and
apparently simple explanations by those who are utterly incompetent
to discuss the real relations between mental life and its physiological
conditions? And is there not danger that the trained psychologist
will foster this mode of thought by giving in popularized form, and
without a statement of their limitations, these physiological explana-
tions which he himself recognizes to be at best incomplete hypotheses
and suggestions of what the true relations may be? Take for ex-
ample one case, perhaps the most extreme case in the book before
us, of direct transition from consciousness to its physiological basis.
"You're quite right," says one of the members of the club on page
62, "the mind, the brain, is, of course, a tremendously complex af-
fair, and not all of it is at work at once in any single situation."
The question is not so much whether the author holds in his own
psychology that mind and brain belong together in this way, as it is
the question as to whether it is safe to establish in the thoughts of his
general readers this easy transition from the one term to the other.
For even if the transition is ultimately to be made in this way, cer-
tainly the untrained reader should be prepared for the intelligent
adoption of this general attitude which is by no means the naive atti-
tude. If, on the other hand, the psychologist has permitted himself
the phrase as a mere tentative mode of expression with the intention
of discussing at some later opportunity its serious implications, or
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with the intention of modifying it later for some other less easilv
mastered mode of expression and thought, then he should remember
that in the meantime his students may be swelling the number of those
who speak or write very unintelligently on psychological problems
from the crudest kind of a physiological point of view. The only
way to guard against the crudeness which we all deprecate in much of
our popular psychology and in much of our present-day pedagogy
is to see to it that every word uttered or written by psychologists shall
keep clear the distinction between mental and physiological phenomena.
Professor Thorndike's work is an admirable introduction to ob-
servational psychology because of the excellent illustrations which he
has sought out and contributed in such large numbers. When it comes
to popularizing the explanatory phases of the science and giving it to
his audience in untechnical language, he finds, as every one is sure to
find, that difficulties multiply. One could wish that this part of the
work had been elaborated with more attention to the essential distinc-
tions, even at the cost of introducing some of those technicalities
which would, perhaps, have made the style less colloquial, but in the
end more educative. CHARLES H. JUDD.
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI.
Public Worship: A Study in the Psychology of Religion. JOHN
P. HYLAN. (Religion of Science Library.) Chicago, Open
Court Publ. Co. 1901. Pp. 94.
The decrease in church attendance, the decline of the influence of
the church on the masses, the growing tendency towards Sabbath
desecration, the extreme moderation of present-day theological con-
ceptions, are conditions upon which the present volume endeavors to
throw some light by a psychological discussion of the nature and
meaning of public worship.
In an historical retrospect, the author finds two typical Sabbaths:
(1) Recreative, held by the Jews until their captivity, viz., a day of
recreation as well as rest. (2) Christian or worship conception, held
by later Jews and by Christians, viz., a day for worship as well as rest.
A study of the historical conditions that brought about the transition
from the ' Recreative' conception to the ' Christian' reveals the
psychological states involved in worship. As long as the Jews were
prosperous, the ' Recreation' view prevailed, but after the captivity,
when misfortunes of all kinds assailed them, a transition to the
' Christian' conception was quickly effected. Believing in Jehovah,
the}' naturally attributed the severity of the conditions of life to His
displeasure, and accordingly, in order to win again His favor, they
